ISAAC JACOB BAMBERGER
cloth merchant in Schopfloch ca 1813 - 1846
then emigrated with complete family to Baltimore Maryland (USA) in 1847
born 28 Feb 1781 Kairlindach, died 7 Dec 1879 Baltimore
parents = Jacob Joseph Hellerstein + wife Rosalinde (A)
made (1) 19 Mar 1813 in Schopfloch

BELA JACOBS  (died 1815/1816 ? or divorced ?)
made (2) 30 Oct 1816

GELA WEIL
born 7 Mar 1793 Wallerstein, died 9 Jan 1832 Schopfloch
parents = Loew Isaac Weil + wife Regina nee Wassermann (B)
made (3) 4 Dec 1832 in Dinkelsbuehl

BABETTE TREU  (born Bela)
born 02 Mar 1799 Schopfloch, died 05 Feb 1882 Baltimore
parents = Hirz Jacob Treu + wife Sara

CHILDREN (all born in Schopfloch):

(01) SARA  01 Jan 1819 - 17 Feb 1908 (died in Baltimore)
married before 1841
Louis Lauer from Hesse-Darmstadt
27 Jun 1816 - 12 Feb 1865 (died in Baltimore)
(see own family sheet)

(02) ELKAN  25 Jan 1823 - 05 May 1909 (died in Baltimore)
made 3 Nov 1850 in Baltimore
Theresa Hutzler from Baltimore
25 Dec 1830 - 02 Jan 1896 (died in Baltimore)
(see own family sheet)

(03) DAVID  02 Jan 1825 - 28 Mar 1909 (died in Baltimore)
made 2 Jul 1854 in Baltimore
Johanna Adler from Feuchtwangen
16 Nov 1828 - 29 Oct 1909 (died in Baltimore)
parents = Jonas Elkan Adler + wife Brunette Jacob
(see own family sheet)

(04) AARON  15 May 1826 - 22 Feb 1845 (died in Schopfloch)

(05) MOSES  09 Feb 1828 - ca 1900/1910 (died in Baltimore)
made before 1868
Elizabeth Pels from Germany
January 1849 - ca 1910/1920 (died in Baltimore)
(see own family sheet)
(06) **HENRY**
(born as Hirz) 07 Jul 1833 - ? (died before 1900 ?)
married 10 Jul 1866 in Philadelphia PA
**Rosa Stern**
ca 1836 - ? (died before 1900 ?)
(see own family sheet)

(07) **AMSON**
06 Feb 1835 - 01 Jun 1917 (died in Baltimore)
married before 1868
**Hannah Eilau** from Baltimore
ca 1848 - 26 Feb 1928 (died in Baltimore)
(see own family sheet)

(08) **ROSA** *(Roesle)*
10 Dec 1837 - 30 May 1899 (died in Baltimore)

(09) **CLARA**
(born as Guetel) 26 Mar 1839 - ?
made in June 1863 in Baltimore
**Leo Friedlaender** from Philadelphia PA
(born Germany)
1834 - ? (died ca 1910/1920 ?)
(see own family sheet)

(10) **BERTHA**
(born as Blum) 25 Jan 1841 - 11 Jun 1918 (died in Baltimore)
made 14 Jun 1863 in Baltimore
**Aaron Friedenwald** from Baltimore
20 Dec 1836 - 26 Aug 1902 (died in Baltimore)
(see own family sheet)

(A) **Isaac Jacob Bamberger**'s father had first chosen "Hellerstein" as family name but later switched to "Bamberger".

(B) **Regine Weil** was born 1762 as daughter of Court Jew **Elkan Wassermann** in HarbourB